Voltage graphs  by Gross, Jonathan L.
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1. v&3ge gr3phs 
2. M&acyclic groups with taroidsl Cwyley graphs 
Th: concepts of a derived ratstion system is now ilIustr&d by con- 
$tructing one whaw awxiated Het’fter imhedding maps the CayIcy 
(“‘calrsr”) graph for a metacyclic group prewntation into a surf&e. White- 
( f 21 has produced ather intclresting resufts and compiled same historical 
irrfnrmatkx~ abort imbeddings of Caytey graphs. It appears that im- 
beddings of’ metacyck Cayfey graphs have not been studied prcvioudy. 
bet G be a group with the prrtscntatian 
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Pt is straip!atfowwd to show that the derkxl graph Kg has two i:om- 
ponenb, because ill is even. The component which contains every vertex 
:(u; t’si) such that i in even ;ind every vertex cu. I’& such that i is odd * 
is isomorphic (to the other component and) to the Cayiey graph for the 
given prexwntation af G’ under ti’ic identification of a paint of that corn- 
m?nenf with itsl second coordinate. 
1 
ft is pa&k to prove that the Neffter surfxe MW 9 $9 ) is a torus by 
showing that cvcw orbit of the ratattlcln system is a quadrikUcrik 
ever, Theorem 3.1 permits s\ixumventian of such a computatbn. 
‘mis section states the main theorem of voltage graph theory and ap- 
KVL The product of tlte voltaga around the boundary of a face / of 
MM, +$,( taken in the at&r uunsistcnt with the rotation system @, 
eq~ak the idtWit). of the v&age @-tXJp t;. 
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cation in the theory of genus of groups. 
In constructing raph irnbeddings by the voltage graph method, can- - 
did&es for Ixw gssphs irre found by dividing the numbers of-vertices 
and edgtk &he obj&ive #apt\ by large common facttirs, which is exsy. 
Getting the b&se Fmbedding tohave fares that couXd lift correctly to the 
objective imhedding Hess c&sy. The most painful part is trying to find 
th:e right v&age groxtp and fbe right vdt:ige assignment. 
Whtrt led the outliar &I Fig. 1 in part was the proof of I 12, Theo~m 3 1, 
which suaerted the interplay between the rotations @,, and 9,. 
A systemtic apgm& to the pmbfem af-determining appropriate 
’ curr~~i C.W v(uoltag~ grc~ups and essignmcnts is begun by Alpcrt and Gross 
m 
A1p.W f t ! has sumestad the use of itrtf”dtLti coverings far btaining 
mph imbsd~lrr~, ,An ttdvrrntrge of v&ages cww currents in constructing 
covering ~OP’WS .& th& the vertkes 3g a&. lewd are obtained by simply 
.adjuining B~:rosxdinatt te.the vertices of the levd one below. Further- 
more, a sheme far t,he rotMx~ system at e3cl1 Icvel earl be obtained by 
tiding a dimzt&n to the array describing the rotation system in the 
level one below. 
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